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PATIENT  

CARE + YOU 
= ALTOGETHER BETTER 

SESSIONAL GPs 
We offer our sessional GPs highly competitive hourly pay.  

We’ve developed a reputation for delivering a range of fully integrated 

care services that are built around the people  

of Bath and North East Somerset, Swindon and Wiltshire. 

And we’ve done that by recruiting the best people, empowering them to 

work as one team, enabling them to achieve amazing things. 

Joining us as a sessional GP offers much more than additional earning 

potential. Here, you’ll get to sharpen your acute skills, supported by a 

team all focused on delivering exceptional patient care. 

Join us. We can be even better, altogether  
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Dear Colleague 

As we actively seek to develop our team of Sessional GPs, we would like to invite you to find out 

more about what it’s like to work with us. 

Medvivo provides the Integrated Urgent Care service for Bath and North East Somerset, 

Swindon and Wiltshire which brings the GP Out of Hours service together with NHS 111 and a 

Clinical Assessment Service. 

We provide Primary Care Support and Access to Care, the 24/7 single point of access for 

community health referrals in Wiltshire; and we are also the leading provider for telecare 

monitoring response services across the UK. 

Every day, by working together, Medvivo people achieve amazing things. 

Here you will find all the information you need to make an informed decision about joining us, 

from details about our operational model to the attractive packages we offer GPs.  

It is an exciting time to join us as we develop telephone and video call assessments. We’ve 

incorporated a GoodSAM video consultation and remote consultation services which are 

becoming important tools for helping us to improve patient care. 

If you’d like to find out more before formally registering your interest, you’re most welcome to 

contact our GP Support Team on 0800 6444 200 (Option 5) or email GP@medvivo.com 

We look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Dr Sue Lavelle 

Medical Director 
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ABOUT THE ROLE  

As members of our sessional clinical team, our GPs work alongside Advanced Nurse Practitioners and 

Pharmacists care for patients with urgent medical problems. This is a growing portfolio of work which may 

include telephone consultation, remote video consultation, face-to-face assessment at one of our bases, 

or visiting patients who are unable to attend an appointment in their own home, residential or nursing 

care setting. We also provide support to: 

++  Community Hospital inpatient beds (OOH only) 

++  Erlestoke Prison (OOH only) 

++  Military personnel and their families across the county (OOH only) 

++  The Cotswold Eating Disorders Unit in Marlborough (OOH only) 

++  Marlborough House (Swindon) - CAMHS (OOH only) 

Generally, the role requires similar skills to those of an ‘in-hours’ GP, though there are specific additional 

competencies required: 

++  Prescribing in palliative care 

++  Use of controlled drugs 

++  Catheter management 

++  Examining and prescribing for children of any age 

++  Managing complex conditions, often with multiple co-morbidities 

++  Prescribing in polypharmacy  

Every shift is managed centrally by a team of Coordinators who ensure people and resources are best 

utilised in order for patients to receive the best possible care. This enables the Clinical Team to focus on 

the patients rather than logistics. 

Each mobile clinician is provided with a driver and a fully equipped car for home visits. 

 

 GPs + MEDVIVO  
= ALTOGETHER BETTER 



ABOUT OUR BASES  

Medvivo operates an appointment only system which is managed centrally by our Coordinators based in 

Fox Talbot House.  

Our bases are situated across the counties to ensure our patients have easy access to our clinicians, 

although we also offer a remote video consultation service.   

We are currently based at the following sites: 

++  Fox Talbot House, Chippenham - telephone consultation only 

++  Hathaway Medical Centre, Chippenham  

++  Keynsham Medical Centre, Bristol 

++  Moredon Medical Centre, Swindon  

++  Salisbury Medical Practice  
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FLEXIBLE WORKING 

+ BETTER BENEFITS  

WHAT WE OFFER OUR GPs 

++  A varied portfolio of in and out of hours work  

++  Highly competitive sessional rates of pay with attractive enhancement schemes 

++  A supportive and open working environment 

++  Sessional contracts: our GPs work for us on a self-employed sessional basis, giving the  

       opportunity to pick and choose shifts that fit with their lifestyle 

++  Paid sessional GP orientation programme for new recruits (up to four hours of shadowing) 

++  Each OOH base has a fully stocked car and a driver in order to complete home visits 

++  We use Adastra for OOH and SystmOne for in-hours remote consultation: both require very little additional  

       technical knowledge to working in practice. If any further training on our system is needed, we are  

       happy to provide this 

++  GP Audit: we regularly carry out case audits on all of our Clinical staff. This is useful evidence  

       for annual appraisals and PDPs 

++  Learning and Development opportunities: you have the opportunity to attend quarterly GP training events       

       provided by field experts in topics relevant to the service we provide 

++  Remote consultation:  a flexible approach to working 
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REFERRAL SCHEME 

We offer a payment if one of our sessional GPs refers another GP to us who is successfully  

“on-boarded” into the business and completes six shifts in four months. 

NEXT STEPS 

For an informal discussion about the opportunity to work with Medvivo, contact our GP Support Team at 

GP@medvivo.com  

To apply to join us complete the registration form at: 

http://careers.medvivo.com/search-jobs-and-apply/14f195-self-employed-gp-banes-swindon-wiltshire 

++  We will need the following information from you before you begin your shifts: 

>>  Valid Medical Indemnity Certificate 

>>  GMC registration number 

>>  Proof of right to work in the UK 

>>  DBS 

>>  References 

>>  NHS Smartcard number 

>>  Preferred availability and location of work 
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